You'll need:
16 – 6" squares of black & white fabric and two more 6" squares for the bright house and roof.
8 – bright fabrics for the doors and one black & white door for the bright house.
1 – width of fabric x 2½", green for the lawn.
9 – 6" blue sky squares

First, sort your fabrics into “house” sets. You'll need house, door, roof, sky, and lawn.
One house is made with bright fabrics – make this one 5" finished.

1. Sew the door fabric to the above door piece and press the seam flat.
2. Add a side piece to each side of the door. Press.
3. For the roof: Using half of your roof square, sew a sky half-square to the right side. Press the seam towards the roof fabric, and trim the excess away, following the roof line.
4. Sew the second sky half-square to the left side of the roof piece. Press the seam towards the sky fabric and trim the bottom of the roof piece so it's straight. *for fabric placement – see the roof diagram below.
5. Sew the roof section to the house section.
6. Trim to the desired width, then add the green lawn. Press well.
7. Trim each house block to be 9½ long, varying the amount of green lawn/blue sky on each block.
8. Lay them out in a way that's pleasing to you and sew them all together. Press well and square up to 36½.
9. Add embellishments to “your” house